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Abstract 
We describe a set of equational axioms for the variety generated by all algebras of binary 
relations with operations of union, composition, conversion and reflexive-transitive closure and 
neutral elements 0 (the empty relation) and 1 (the identity relation). 
1. Introduction 
Binary operations on a set A may be equipped with a number of operations. In 
this paper we will study the algebras of binary relations Reli with the following 
operations and constants: + (union or sum), . (composition or relative product), 
” (conversion or reverse), * (reflexive-transitive closure), 0 (empty relation), 1 (iden- 
tity relation). Occasionally, we will omit the conversion operation and write RelA for 
the corresponding algebra. The algebras Reli are of particular interest in computer 
science because they serve as the “Kleenean part” of the standard models of dynamic 
logic. For a nice discussion and further references on relation algebras and dynamic 
algebras we refer to [l&20]. 
Our principal interest is in the equations that hold for binary relations. Thus we 
define REL” to be the variety generated by all algebras Rel:. Similarly, we let REL 
denote the variety generated by the algebras RelA, where A is any set. It is well known 
that for an arbitrary set X, the algebra freely generated by X in REL is the Kleene 
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algebra Regx of regular sets in X*, the free monoid of finite words on X. The elements 
of Regx are those subsets of X* that can be obtained from the finite subsets with a 
finite number of applications of the operations of union, concatenation, and Kleene star. 
Thus, any complete set of equational axioms for the variety REL may be regarded as 
an equational axiomatization of the regular sets and vice versa. By Redko’s result [13], 
REL is not finitely based. Conway [lo] proved that any equational axiomatization of 
REL requires an infinite number of equations in at least two variables. On the other 
hand, since any variety is determined by its finitely generated free algebras, and since 
any finitely generated free algebra Regx can be embedded in the 2-generated free 
algebra Reg{x,y), it follows that there is an equational axiomatization of the variety 
REL which consists of the equations valid in Reg{,,). 
The problem of finding a nontrivial set of equational axioms for REL has been 
open for a long time. Recently, Krob [ 181 has given a solution to this problem by 
solving a conjecture of Conway. A more complex equational axiomatization was found 
independently in [4,6] by specializing the equational axioms of iteration theories to 
semirings, cf. [8,5]. 
The Krob axioms consist of the Conway semiring axioms 
(a + b) + c = a + (b + c) (1) 
a+b=b+a, 
(a. b) . c = a. (b . c) , 
c.(a+b)=c.a+c.b, 
(a+b)-c=a+c+b-c, 
a+O=a, 
a.l=a=l-a, 
a.O=O=O.a, 
(a + b)* = (a* . b)* . a* , 
(a.b)* = 1 +a.(b-a)*.b, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
the equation 
1* = 1) (11) 
and an equation associated with each finite (simple) group. Suppose that G = 
{91,92,..., gn} is a finite group of order n. The Cayley matrix of G on the vari- 
ables {al,..., a,} is the n x n matrix Mo whose (i,j)th entry is ak iff gigk = gj. The 
group axiom corresponding to the finite group G has the following matrix form: 
( ) 
* 
ln.Mg.e,= eaj , 
i=l 
where kfo is the Cayley matrix, 1, is the 1 x n matrix whose first entry is 1 and 
whose other entries are 0, and where e, is the n x 1 matrix of 1 ‘s. If S is any Conway 
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semiring, the semiring Px” of all n x n matrices over S is a Conway semiring also. 
The star operation on ,Yx” is defined by induction on n. Suppose that M E S”‘“. 
l When n = 1, so that A4 = [a] for an element a E S, we define M* = [a*]. 
l When n = k + 1, k > 1, let us partition M as 
where a is k x k, b is k x 1, etc. Let 
CI = (a + b . d* . c)* , j?=u.b.d*, 
y=6.c.a*, 6 = (d + c . a* . b)’ . 
We define 
The axiom system given in [4, 61 is different from the Krob axioms in that the group 
axioms are replaced by two more complicated equational axiom schemes. For later use 
we note that the Eq. (1 )-( 11) imply that 1 + 1 = 1, or that a + a = a, so that the 
additive structure of any model of these identities determines a semilattice structure 
with partial order a d b iff a + b = b. 
Since REL is not finitely based, if follows that REL” is’ not finitely based either. 
However, REL” can be finitely axiomatized relatively to REL. This means that the 
equational properties of the conversion operation in conjunction with the other op- 
erations can be captured by a finite number of equational axioms. The exact result, 
conjectured in [7], is formulated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. A complete set of equational axioms for the variety REL” consists of 
axioms for REL and the equations 
(a + b)” = u” + b” , (12) 
(a. b)” = b” . u” , (13) 
(a*)” = (a”)* ) (14) 
a vv =a, (15) 
a+a.a” .a=a.a”.a. (16) 
Thus, one equational axiomatization of the variety REL” consists of the Krob axioms 
and the Eq. (12)-(16). The equations 
0” =o, (17) 
1” = 1 (18) 
are consequences of the above axioms. Some other consequences are given e.g. in 
Theorem 4.2.2 in [15]. 
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In contrast with the fact that REL is not finitely based, there are finitely based 
universal Horn theories whose equational part is the equational theory of the variety 
REL. This has been foreshadowed by Salomaa’s axiomatization of regular sets [21]. 
In other terms, there exist finitely based quasi-varieties that generate the variety REL. 
The best result along this line is due to Krob [ 181. He showed that the quasi-variety 
QZ axiomatized by the idempotent Conway semiring axioms, (i.e. the Conway axioms 
and the equation 1 + 1 = 1) and the following implication is one such quasi-variety: 
u.u=u =+ a* <1+a. (19) 
In [ 171, Kozen described another quasi-variety Qr of this sort. The Kozen axioms 
consist of the idempotent Conway semiring axioms and two implications 
u.b<b + a*.b<b, (20) 
b-a<b + b.u*<b. (21) 
Finally, a third instance of such a quasi-variety Q3 was given in [3]. Here the axioms 
consist of the Conway semiring axioms, the equation l* = 1, and two implications 
involving six variables each: 
c.(al +a~)* = d*(bl +b2)* e- c.(al +az)* = (c+d.b;-az).(al +bl .bz.uz)* . 
(23) 
It can be seen that the quasi-variety Q2 is the same as that determined by the 
idempotent Conway semiring axioms and the Ng-Tarski axiom [ 191: 
l+a+b-b<b =s a*<b, 
which, for relations says that u* is the smallest reflexive-transitive relation containing 
a. A last instance of a quasi-variety which generates the variety REL is of course the 
smallest quasi-variety Qo which contains all of the relation algebras RelA. 
Although each of the quasi-varieties Qi, i = 0, 1,2,3, generates the variety REL, 
they are different: QO c Ql C Q2, where each inclusion is proper. Further, QJ is 
incomparable with the other three with respect to inclusion. 
Indeed, all of the algebras RelA are models of the Kozen axioms, and the implication 
(19) is a logical consequence of the idempotent Conway semiring axioms and either 
one of (20) and (21). In [ 161, Kozen gave an example of an idempotent Conway 
semiring satisfying (20), which is not a model of (2 1). This Conway semiring is in 
QZ - Qr, showing that Qr is properly included in Q2. It was communicated to the 
authors by Andreka that QO is not finitely axiomatizable, see also [ 1, 21. This proves 
that QO is properly included in Qr. 
An example of a four-element Conway semiring in Q3 - Q2 is the quotient of the 
free algebra Regx, where X is a singleton set, with respect to the congruence that 
identifies two regular sets if and only if they are finite and each contains a nonempty 
word, or both of them are infinite, or they are equal. Finally, QO is not included in 
Q3 because the implication (20) fails in the algebra RelA whenever the set A contains 
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more than one element. For example, let A = {x, y}, a~ = bl = c = {(x, y)}, a2 = 
{(y,x)}, b2 = {(x,x), (y, y)), d = {(y, y)}. Then the equation on the left side of the 
implication (22) holds but the equation on the right side does not. 
On the basis of the above facts, we obtain three finitely based quasi-varieties that 
generate REL”. For each i = 1, 2, 3, let QT be the quasi-variety axiomatized by 
the Eqs. ( 12)-( 16) and the Qi-axioms. Further, let Q,” denote the quasi-variety gen- 
erated by the relation algebras Rel A”. Then REL” is generated by each quasi-variety 
Q,“? i = 0, 1,2,3. Due to the involution properties of the operation “, the Qy -axioms 
are redundant, we may omit one of the two implications (20) and (21). Similarly, it is 
sufficient ‘to keep one of (22) and (23). By our previous discussion, Qi c Qy c Qz, 
where the inclusions are proper. The quasi-variety QY is incomparable with the other 
three classes. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1, outlined 
In our proof of Theorem 1 .l, we will make use of the description of the free 
algebras in REL” obtained in [7]. Let us recall this result in brief. Given a set X, let 
X’ = (x’ : x E X} be a disjoint copy of X. Then define the conversion operation on 
the subsets of (X UX’)* as follows: 
l xv = x’ and x’” =x, for all x E X. 
l (Xl . ..xn) ” =x” n . . .x;J, for all words xi . ..x., in (XUX’)’ with xi EXUX’, i = 
1 , . . . , n. In particular, we define 1 ” = 1, where 1 denotes the empty word. 
l For a set L C (X UX’)*, L” = {u” : u E L}. 
When restricted to regular sets, this defines a conversion operation on the algebra 
Re&-,p. Let us denote by Regi the resulting algebra. The free algebra in the variety 
REL”, freely generated by the set X, can be described as a quotient of Regi. We 
call a set L G (X U X’)* closed, if whenever ~ivv”vu~ is in L, where ~1,242 and v 
are any words, then it follows that ~1 vu2 belongs to L. For a set L G (X U X’)*, let 
cl(L) denote the closure of L, so that cl(L) is the least closed set containing L. The 
relation x that identifies two regular sets Li and ~52 if and only if cl(&) = cl(&) is 
a congruence relation on Reg$. 
Theorem 2.1 (Bloom et al. [7]). 
l The algebra Regi is freely generated by rhe map x H {x}, x E X, in the variety 
whose equational axioms are the axioms for REL and the equations (12)-(15). 
l The quotient 
CReg, = Regi/ M 
is freely generated in EEL” by the map that takes any letter x E X to the singleton 
equivalence class of the set {x}. 
A better description of CRegx was also obtained in [7]. It was shown therein that the 
closure of a regular set is efictively regular. Thus the equational theory of the variety 
EEL” is decidable. Further, we may alternatively describe CRegx as the algebra 
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whose elements are the closed regular sets in (XUX’)*. The sum operation is ordinary 
set union, conversion is the elementwise conversion defined above, but the composi- 
tion and star operations are defined in a more subtle way. When LI and LZ are closed 
regular sets in (X UX’)*, the composite LI . L2 in CRegx is defined to be the closure 
of their concatenation, i.e. L1 . L2 = cl(LiL2). Similarly, for a closed regular set L, the 
star operation in CRegx returns the closure of the Kleene star of L. The constants 0
and 1 in CRegx are the empty set and the singleton set containing the empty word. 
By Theorem 2.1 and the fact that any variety is completely determined by its free 
algebras generated by finite nonempty sets, we immediately conclude that to prove 
Theorem 1 .l it is sufficient o verify the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that X is a jinite nonempty set. Let N be the least congru- 
ence relation on Rels such that 
L + LL”L N LL"L , (24) 
for all regular sets L C (XUX’)*. Then for any regular set R G (XUX’)*,cl(R) N R. 
Note that (24) can be rewritten in the form of an inequation L + LL”L, where + 
denotes the semilattice ordering on Regi/ N. To prove Proposition 2.1, we introduce 
the auxiliary functions cl,,. Suppose that u and u are words in (X U X’)*. We write 
u*uif 
ZJ = u~z~zl/z,u,z~z~z2rr2 . . . z,z,“z, um ) v = uoz~ulzp~. . .z,u, , 
for some words ui andzj, i=O ,..., m,j= I,..., m,m 2 0. 
Definition 2.1. Let L C (X U X’)*. We define 
clt(L) = {u : 32.4 E L u * 0). 
Then we define 
clo(L) = L ) &+I@) = cll(cl,(L)), n 2 1 . 
It is clear that 
cl,(L) G cl(L), 
for all n,m 2 0. 
cln(L) c &+1(L), cM4z(L)) = cln+m(L) 3 
We will prove the following propositions. 
Proposition 2.2. For any regular set R C (X U X’)*, 
cl,(R) + R . 
Proposition 2.3. Zf R c (X U X’)* is regular, then there is a constant k such that 
elk(R) = cl(R) . 
Thus, if R G (X U X’)* is any regular set, 
cl(R) = elk(R) -x clk_i(R) + . . - 4 R , 
for some integer k 2 0. This proves Proposition 2.1 and hence Theorem 1.1. 
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2.1. Some notation 
The length of a word u is denoted Iu]. Suppose that u and v are words. We write 
v < u and say that v is a prefix of u if there exists a word w with VW = u. The set 
of all prefixes of u is denoted pre(u). A prefix u E pre(u) is called proper if v # u. 
Symmetrically, v is a &/ix of u if u = wv, for some w. 
Suppose that u E pre(u). Then the word w such that uw = u is unique and we 
denote it by v\u. Similarly, if v is a suffix of u, then u/v = w iff WV = u. 
We will identify any word u with the singleton set {u}. 
3. Admissible maps 
Our main technical tool in proving Theorem 1.1 will be the admissible maps defined 
in [7]. We assume that a finite nonempty set X is fixed. The letters u and v will denote 
words over X U X’. 
Definition 3.1. We say that a map Y : pre(u) -+ pre(v) is admissible (with respect to 
u and v) if y( 1) = 1, Y(u) = u, and for all UI E (X U X’)* and x E X U X’ with 
uix E pre(u) either y(uix) = Y(ui)x or Y(ui) ends in xv and Y(uix) = Y(ui)/x”. 
A useM property of admissible maps is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that y : pre(u) ---$ pre(v) is admissible and that u = qup3. Zf 
y(u,) = y(uIu2) then there exists an admissible map pre(qy) --+ pre(v). 
Proof. For each z E pre(ui us), define 
Y’(Z) = 
I 
Y(Z) if z E pre(ui), . 
~(UIUZZ’) if z = uiz’ and z’ E pre(us) . 
The function Y’ is an admissible map pre (ui 113 ) --+ pre (0). •1 
Admissible maps provide a characterization of the closure. 
Proposition 3.1 (Bloom et al. [7]). We have v E cl(u) iff there is an admissible map 
pre(u) -t pre(u). 
In the rest of this section we will assume that y is an admissible map pre(u) -+ 
pre(v). 
Definition 3.2. The weight of Y is defined as 
]]Y]] = max{]Y-i(z)] : z E pre(v)} - 1 . 
Definition 3.3. Suppose that ]uj > 1 and that ui is a nonempty proper prefix of u. We 
say that ut separates y, or that ui is a separator of y, if 
Y(W) G Y(Ul) G Y(Z) 7 
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for all words w,z such that w < ut < z < u. The function y itself is separable, if it 
has a separator. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that u = UIU’UZ, where 1.4’ # 1, and 
Y(Ul) G Y(W) G Y(U*U’) , (25) 
for all z E pre (u’), so that y(ul u’) = y(ul )u’, for some word v’ # 1. For each 
w E pre (u’), define 
H, = y-‘(y(ul)w) n ({z: 1 < z < u,} U {z: u,u’ < z < u}) . 
Then there exists an admissible map y’ : pre(u’) -+ pre(u’) such that for all words 
w E pre(u’), Iy’-l(w)1 = Jy-‘(y(ut)w)j - IH,I. Symmetrically, zf y(ul) > ~(UIZ) > 
y(ul u’) holds for all words z E pre(u’), then y(ul ) = y(ul u’)u’, for some word u’ # 1, 
and there exists an admissible map y’ : pre(u’) + pre(u’” ) such that for all words 
w E pre(u’), Iv’-‘((w\u’)“)I = IY-‘(Y(w )w)l - I&I. 
Proof. When (25) holds, define y’(z) = y(ut)\y(utz), for all z E pre(u’). 0 
Corollary 3.1. Under the previous assumptions, 
llu’ll G llrll - min{lKJ : w Epre(u’)) . 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that IuI > 1 and that u1 is a separator of y. Let u1 = y(ul), 
and let 242 and 1)~ be the words determined by the conditions u = ulu2 and v = 01~2. 
Then there exist admissible maps 
yi : pre(Ui) -+ pro(Q), i = 1,2, 
such that llyill G 11~11. 
Definition 3.4. We say that the sequence 
1 = po < q1 < p1 < q2 < .* * < qt < pt < qt+1 = u, t 2 1 , 
is a splitting sequence for y if 
. l=Y(Pt)<Y(Pz)<...<Y(Pt)<a 
. 1 <Y(41)<Y(42)<...<Y(C?t)=u 
l y(Pi) < y(qi+l) and y(qi) > y(pi), all i = 0 ,..., t and j = l,..., t 
l y(pi) < Y(Z) d y(qi+l), all z with Pi < z < qi+l, all i = 0, . . ..t 
l J'(qi) > y(Z) > y(pi), all Z with qi < Z < pi, all i = l,...,t 
l y(pi+l) < y(qi), all i = l,...,t - 1. 
Note that not all of the above conditions are independent. The integer t will be 
referred to as the length of the splitting sequence. Since po = 1 and qt+l = u, we also 
have y(Ps) = 1 and y(qt+t) = v. 
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Remark 3.1. If the length of a splitting sequence for y is at least 2, then llyll > 3. If 
jlyj = 1, then there is a splitting sequence for y iff u = x and u = xx”x, for some 
letter x. In this case, the only splitting sequence is 
1 <x<XX” <Xx”x. 
Similarly, when IlyI1 = 2, there is a splitting sequence for y iff Iv/ > 1 and u = UU”Y, 
or u = x and u = xx”xx”~, for some letter x. In the first case the the splitting sequence 
is 
1 < u < uu” < uuvu. 
In the second case, the sequence is 
1 < x < xx” < xx”xx”X 
or 
1 < X < xx”Xx” < xx”XX”x 
or 
1 < xX”x < X_Y”xx” < xx”xy”x .
Remark 3.2. Suppose that 
1 = PO < q1 < p1 < -*. < q1 < pt < qt+1 = u 
is a splitting sequence for y : pre(u) + pre(u). If t = 1 then y(po) = y(p,) = 1 and 
y(q1) = y(q2) = u. Define 
Ul = 91, u2 = 41\P,, u3 = Pl\U. 
It follows by Corollary 3.1 that there exist admissible maps 
~1 : pre(ul) + p=(u), ~2 : pre(u2) -+ pre(v”), y3 : pre(u3) + p=(u) 
such that IlVill < IML i = 1,2,3. If the splitting sequence has length t > 1, we have 
1 < lr(q1L Iy(pt)I < (4, so that Iv1 2 3. Define 
ui = Pi\qi+l, =j = 4j\Pj 3 
Ui = Y(Pi)\Ytqi+l>, wj = Y(PjI\Ytqj) 3 
for all i = O,...,t and j = 1 , . . . , t. By Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.1 it follows that 
there exist admissible maps 
yi : pre(ui) + PM&), Vj : Pr+j) -+ pre <WY ) , 
for i = 0,. . . ,t and j = I,, . .,t, whose weight is at most llyll - 2. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that y : pre(u) + pre(u) is admissible. Zf lul > 1 and y is not 
separable, then there is a splitting sequence ,for y. 
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Proof. We describe a procedure that produces a splitting sequence for y. 
Step 1: There exists a nonempty prefix z of u such that y(z) = 1, for otherwise the 
first letter of u would separate y. Let p1 denote the longest of these prefixes. Then we 
define PO = 1, and we let yi denote the shortest prefix of p1 such that y(q,) is the 
maximum of the values y(z), z E pre( p1 ). 
Step 2. Suppose that the words 
PO < 41 < pi < .‘. C qj < pi < U 
have been determined such that y(pi) < y(qi) and 
Y(Zl ) < Y(4i)V Y(4i) 2 Y(z2) 2 Y(Pih Y(Pi) < dz3) Y 
for all words ZI,Z~,Z~ such that ~1 < qi, qi < z2 < pi and pi < 23 < U. Note that 
these conditions hold for i = 1, and it can be proved by induction on i that they hold 
whenever Step 2 is executed. 
If y(qi) = u then we let qi+i = U. The sequence 
PO < 41 < PI < 92 < .’ ’ < qi < pi < qi+l 
is the required splitting sequence. 
Suppose that y(qi) < v. Let zs < u be the shortest word such that y(qi) < y(zo), 
SO that pi < zo 6 u and y(z0) is one longer than y(qi). It holds that zs < U, for 
otherwise the word obtained by deleting the last letter of u would separate y. Now let 
pi+1 be the longest of the words z such that zo < z < u and y(z) is the minimum, 
i.e. y(z) < y(z’), for all z’ with zo < z’ < u. We have y(pi+i) < y(q;), because 
otherwise y would be separated by the word z&z, where x denotes the last letter of ZO. 
Finally, define qi+i to be the shortest of the words pi < z < pi+1 for which y(z) is 
the maximum. Since y(zs) > y(qi), we have y(qi+i) > y(qi). Execute Step 2 again. 
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that the weight of y : pre(u) + pre(u) is 1. Then IuI > 3 
and either y is separable or v = x and u = xx”x, for some letter x. If llyll = 2, then 
IuI 2 5 and either y is separable, or u = vv”v, or v = x and u = xx”xx”x, for some 
letter x. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1, completed 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1 .l by proving Propositions 2.2 
and 2.3. We start with a useful lemma. Recall that X denotes a finite nonempty set. 
The functions cl,, were defined in Section 2, Definition 2.1. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that ui, vi, i = 1,2, are words in (X U A”)*. Zf VI E &(ul) and 
v2 E cl,(uz), then VIVA E cl~(ulu2), where k = max{n,m}. 
Our next task is to establish a relation between the weight of an admissible map 
and the functions cl,. 
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Proposition 4.1. Suppose that y : pre(u) + pre(u) is an admissible map of weight n, 
where u, u are in (X U XI)*. Then u E cl,z(u). 
Proof. When n = 0 we have ZJ = u and u E clo(u). Suppose that n = 1 or n = 2. 
We prove by induction on the length of u that u E cln(u). The basis case IuJ = 0 
holds vacuously. Suppose that JuI > 0. By Corollary 3.3, either y is separable, or 
u = uu”u, or n = 2 and u = uu”uu”u. If y is separable, by Corollary 3.2 we obtain 
decompositions u = uluz and u = ut ~2, where ~1, u2 # 1, and admissible maps 
yi : pre(Ui) + pre(ui), i = 1,2 
such that llyt II, Ily2ll 6 Ilyll. Thus, by the induction assumption and Lemma 4.1, 
0 = uiu2 E cln(ut)cln(u2) G cln(u) . 
In the second and third cases we obviously have u E cln(u). 
Suppose now that n > 2 and that we have proved the proposition for admissible 
maps of weight less than n. We show u E c&(u) by induction on the length of U. We 
will consider only the case that JuI > 1. By Lemma 3.3, either y is separable or there 
is a splitting sequence for y. The case that y is separable can be handled as before. So 
suppose that 1 = po < q1 < p1 < .. . < qr < pI < qf+l = 24 is a splitting sequence 
for y. When t = 1, 
Y(PO) = Y(PI) = 1 and y(q1) = y(qd = u. 
Thus we obtain a decomposition u = ~1~2~3 and admissible maps 
YI : pre(ul) + p=(u), ~2 : preb2) ---) pre(u”), ~3 : prC(u3) + pre(u) 
such that llyill < llyll and ui # 1, i = 1,2,3, cf. Remark 3.2. Here it follows again 
that 
0 E ch(uu”d c ch[+)2(~1 )c~~,_,)2(~2)c~~,_,)2(~3)] c 42(u) . 
When t > 1, define the words ui,zj, ui,wj and the admissible maps 
Yi : PMui) + Prdvi), Vj : Pr+j ) + Pre(w~ 1 , 
i=O ,..., t, j= l,... , t as in Remark 3.2. Since each of the admissible maps yi and 
Y/j has weight at most n - 2, we have 
ai E clc,_2?(ui) and WY E C$,_2)2(Zj) . 
Thus, by Lemma 4.1, 
u’ = u,w;ui . . . w,“u, E C4n_2)2(U) . 
If we can show that 
0 E cl*(u’) (26) 
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then it follows that v E cl,z(u). Indeed, if (26) holds, then also 
u E cl,+(n__2)2(~) s cl,2(u) . 
To prove (26), let us define the following subwords of v’, where m = [n/21 and k is 
the least integer such that k(m + 1) 3 t - m: 
XI = U@v1/V,W~~~ . wzvm 
X2 = Vm+l wm+2 ” v 
V 
m+2wm+.3 ’ ’ ’ W2v,l+l v2m+1 
xk = v(k-l)(m+1)W~-1)(m+~)+1U~k-l)(m+l)+1W;/k-1)(m+~)+2 
” ’ w~-~)(m+l)+m~(k-l)(m+l)+m 
xk+l = uk(m+l)W~~m+1)+1~k(m+l)+1~~~m+1)+2 ” 
V 
‘Iv, VI. 
Thus, 
lJ 
I 
= xl WmV+1X2Wy(m+l) * * ‘W~m+l)Xk+l * 
It is easy to see that 
Y(4m+l I E Clrn(Xl I P 
Y(Pm+l )\Y(92(m+l)) E Clm(X2) 9 
Y(Pk(m+l))\Y(qt+i) E clm(xk+l> . 
Thus, by Lemma 4.1, 
v” = Y(4m+l lw,V+l[Y(Pm+l )\Y(42(m+l))IW~(m+l) ’ . . W~m+l)[Y(Pk(m+l))\Y(4r+l )I 
E clm(u') . 
Since the weight of y is n, we have 
Y(qi(m+l)) < Y(P(i+l)(m+l)) > 
for all i = 1 ,...,k- 1. It is immediate that u E cli(v”). Thus, u E clr(v”) E cl,+i(v’) 2 
cl”(v), proving (26). The proof of the proposition is complete. 0 
Remark 4.1. By a slight modification of the above argument, it can be seen that there 
is a function f(n) E O(n log n) such that for any admissible y : pre(u) --) pre( v), if 
l\y\l = n then u E clfcn)(u). It is probably possible to prove this for a function f(n) in 
O(n). 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that L C (X U X’)* is accepted by an n-state deterministic 
(or nondeterministic) automaton. Then for every o E cl(L) there exists a word u E L 
and an admissible map y : pre(u) --+ pre(v) such that Jjy)j -=z n. 
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Proof. Suppose that L is the set L(A) accepted by the deterministic automaton A= 
(,4,X UX’,&ao,Af), where A is the finite nonempty set of states, (Al = n, X UX’ is 
the set of input letters, 
&Ax(XuX’)+A 
is the transition function, as E A is the initial state, and where Af G A is the set of 
final states. We define the extended transition function 8 : A x (X UX’)* -3 A as usual. 
Given u in cl(L), there exists a shortest word u E L such that v E cl(u). By Propo- 
sition 3.1, there exists an admissible map y : pre(u) -+ pre(u). We show that the 
weight of y is less than II. Assume to the contrary that 11yjJ 2 n. Then there exists a 
word w E pre(v) such that Iy-l(w)1 > n. Since the cardinality of A is n, there exist 
words u1 < u2 in y-‘(w) with &ao,ur ) = 6(ao,u2). Let us denote the suffix corre- 
sponding to u2 by ui, i.e. ui = u~\u. By Lemma 3.1, there exists an admissible map 
pre(uru;) --+ pre(o). Al s U~U$ E L and juru;l < IuI, contrary to the selection of the o 
word u. 0 
Corollary 4.1. Suppose that L C (XUX’)* is accepted by an n-state automaton. Then 
cl(L) = cl+, )2(L). 
Proof. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. 0 
This proves Proposition 2.3. Before turning to the proof of Proposition 2.2, we 
introduce an auxiliary concept. A generalized automaton is a system A = (A,X U X’, 
6,ao,A/), where all components are the same as for ordinary automata except for 6. 
In a generalized automaton, 6 is a finite set of triples (a,R, b), where a and b are 
states and R is a regular set in (X U X’)*. Denoting the power set of A by P(A), 6 
extends to a function 8 : A x (XUX’)* -+ P(A). Given the automaton A and the states 
a, b E A, we denote by LA(a,b) the set {u E (X U X’)* : b E &a,~)}. Thus the set 
L(A) accepted by A can be written as ‘J&A/L~(aO,u). 
Note that every nondeterministic automaton is a generalized automaton. 
Suppose now that L is a regular set accepted by the nondeterministic automaton 
A= (A, XUX’, 6,ao,A~). We define a generalized automaton that accepts the set cl,(L). 
For each a= (u~,u~,u~,u~) E A4, let 
Ra = ~5A(al,a2) l-l (LA@2,a3>)” nLA(a3d4). 
Then let B = (A,X u X’,6’,ao,Af), where 6’ = 6 u {(al,R,~) : 3a2,u3 R = 
R @l,a2>aj,a4) 1. 
Proposition 4.3. L(B) = cll(L). 
Proof. Suppose that u E L(B). Then we can write 
u = uoz~ulz2u2.. .z,u, , (27) 
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for some words ui,Zi E (X U X’)*, i = 0,. . . , n, j = 1,. . . ,n, n 2 0, such that there 
exist states 
ai,bi,ci,di EA, i= l,..., n, 
with uo E LA(aO,al), &d,, u,) fl Af # 8, and 
Zi E R(ai,bi,ci,di) i = 0,. . . ,n 
UjELA(dj,Uj+l) j=l,..-,n-l* 
But, by the definition of the sets Rc,. b. d.), I, I.G. I 
zizlyzi E LA(ai,di), i = 1,. . . , n . 
It follows that 
u’ = uoz,zl/z,u,z2z~z~u~~~ -z,z,vz,u, E L . (28) 
Hence, u E cll(L). 
Suppose for the converse direction that u E cli(u’), for some u’ E L. Then we can 
write u and u’ as in (27) and (28). Thus, there exists a sequence of states 
ai,bi,ci,di E A, i = l,...,n, 
with 
uo E LA(aO,al), &44 n Af # 0 
and 
Zi E LA(ai, bi), Zty E LA(bi,ci), Zi E LA(Ci,di), uj E LA(dj,aj+l I 7 
for all i = 1 ,..., n andj= l,..., n- 1. Thus, 
Zi E &a. b. c’ d.) 9 *r 0 I, I 
for all i = 1 , . . . , n. We conclude that u E L(B). q 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Using the above construction, we prove that L(B) 4 L(A). 
Let us enumerate the elements of A4 in some way: al,. . . , ak. We define a sequence 
of generalized automata A = &, Al,. . . , Ak = B such that L(Ai+l) -t L(Ai), for all 
i = O,..., k - 1. All these automata will be of the form Ai = (A,X U X’, 6iyao,Af). 
Suppose Ai has already been defined and that ai+t = (al,az, a3,ad). We let 6i+i = 
4 U {(at,Ra4)}, where R = R(a,,a2,a3,n4). Thus, 
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L(Ai+l) = L(Ai) + 1 ~Ai(~o,~l)(~A,(~4,~l))*RLA,(a4~u) 
aEA/ 
+L(At)+ CL i( A Uo, Ul )(RRV~At(U4, Ul ))*m”mAt(U4, U) 
&Af 
GL(At)+ C L i( A Uo,U~)(LAt(Ul,U4)LAt(U4,Ul))*LAt(Ul~”4)LAt(u4~u) 
LlEAf 
= L(At) , 
since RR”R 4 R and R G LA,(UI,U~). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 
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